Three experiments investigated the dynamics of auditory stream segregation. Experiment 1 used a 2.0-s constant-frequency inducer (10 repetitions of a low-frequency pure tone) to promote segregation in a subsequent, 1.2-s test sequence of alternating low-and high-frequency tones. Replacing the final inducer tone with silence reduced reported test-sequence segregation substantially. This reduction did not occur when either the 4th or 7th inducer was replaced with silence. This suggests that a change at the induction/test-sequence boundary actively resets buildup, rather than less segregation occurring simply because fewer inducer tones were presented. Furthermore, Experiment 2 found that a constantfrequency inducer produced its maximum segregation-promoting effect after only 3 tone cycles − this contrasts with the more gradual build-up typically observed for alternating sequences. Experiment 3 required listeners to judge continuously the grouping of 20-s test sequences. Constant-frequency inducers were considerably more effective at promoting segregation than alternating ones; this difference persisted for ~10 s. In addition, resetting arising from a single deviant (longer tone) was associated only with constant-frequency inducers. Overall, the results suggest that constant-frequency inducers promote segregation by capturing one subset of test-sequence tones into an on-going, pre-established stream and that a deviant tone may reduce segregation by disrupting this capture.
INTRODUCTION
An alternating-frequency (AF) LHL-tone sequence (L = low-frequency pure tone, H = high, -= silence) may be perceived either as one stream (integrated) or as two streams of different pitch (segregated). During this kind of tone sequence, the tendency to hear stream segregation increases, or 'builds up', over time (Bregman, 1978; Anstis and Saida, 1985) . A constant-frequency (CF) induction sequence comprising tones of a single frequency (e.g., a repeating L-tone sequence) is also effective at promoting stream segregation in a subsequent AF test sequence Bregman, 1993, 1998; Roberts et al., 2008) . It has been suggested that CF inducers may promote segregation by capturing one subset of test-sequence tones into an on-going, pre-established stream (Rogers and Bregman, 1993) . Another factor influencing streaming is that an abrupt change to the properties of a sequence can reset the build-up of segregation, so that integration is heard once again after the change (Anstis and Saida, 1985; Bregman, 1993, 1998; Roberts et al., 2008) . Furthermore, a single deviant tone at the boundary between the induction and test sequences can also trigger resetting (Haywood and Roberts, 2010) . The three experiments reported here investigated further the dynamics of auditory stream segregation. These experiments had two aims: (a) to examine deviant-tone resetting in the context of both CF and AF sequences; (b) to compare the time course of stream segregation following a CF inducer with the build-up that occurs during an AF sequence. Haywood and Roberts (2010) observed reduced LHL-test-sequence segregation when the final tone in a preceding L-tone-only induction sequence was altered in a noticeable way (e.g., in frequency, duration, or replacement with silence). This finding suggests that the single deviant tone reset the build-up that occurred during the induction sequence. If this interpretation is correct, then observable resetting should be dependent on the serial position of the deviant tone within the induction sequence -i.e., there should be less resetting when the deviant tone occurs earlier in the sequence.
EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Experiment 1 used a 2.0-s-long standard induction sequence of constant frequency (L tones only, 10 repetitions) to promote segregation in a subsequent, 1.2-s-long test sequence comprising 3 LHL-triplets and presented at ¨f values of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 semitones (L tones = 1 kHz; H tones = 1260 , 1414 , 1587 , 1782 , 2000 , or 2245 Hz; tone and silence durations = 100 ms; diotic presentation level = 70 dB SPL). Each trial comprised a single combination of an induction and a test sequence, and listeners reported whether the final triplet of the test sequence was heard as integrated or segregated. There were 5 conditions -one using the standard inducer, one without an inducer in which the test sequence was presented alone (i.e., no prior build-up should occur), and three using deviant-tone inducers. These deviant conditions differed from the standard induction case only in that the 4 th , 7 th , or 10 th inducer tone was replaced with silence. Following a short training and practice session to familiarize listeners with the task, each condition in the main experiment was repeated 20 times in randomized blocks.
Results and Discussion
A repeated-measures ANOVA indicated significant main effects of HL frequency separation (¨f) and induction condition; their interaction was also significant. As expected, increasing ¨f between the H and L tones led to increased stream segregation. Pairwise comparisons of the induction conditions were restricted to the 6 -12 semitones (ST) set of ¨f values, owing to floor and ceiling effects at ¨f values of 4 and 14 ST. Stream segregation was substantially reduced when the last (10 th ) inducer tone was replaced with silence, but there was no reduction when either the 4 th or 7 th inducer tone was replaced. This suggests that a change at the induction/test-sequence boundary actively resets build-up (Roberts et al., 2008; Haywood and Roberts, 2010) , rather than simply less buildup occurring as a result of reducing the number of L tones from 10 to 9. The effect of serial position suggests that any resetting caused by an earlier deviant tone has been obscured by build-up re-occurring after the deviant. If so, this implies that CF inducers cause a rapid build-up of the tendency to hear stream segregation. 
EXPERIMENT 2
The rate at which the tendency to hear stream segregation builds up during a constant-frequency inducer has not previously been investigated. Hence, this experiment explored how many inducer tones are needed to promote stream segregation in the subsequent test sequence.
Method
The same general method was used as for experiment 1. Once again, a range of ¨f values from 4-14 ST was used for the test sequence. In this experiment, the induction sequences comprised 10 (standard L-tone condition), 6, 3, or 1 inducer tone(s). The no-inducer condition was also included. To preserve the length of the induction sequence across conditions, missing tone cycles were replaced with a band-pass filtered noise (891 -1122 Hz). The noise continued until 100 ms before the first L-tone cycle.
Results and Discussion
Once again, the two main effects of ¨f and induction condition were significant, as was their interaction. The results for the standard, 6-tone, and 3-tone induction conditions were similar -all promoted substantially more stream segregation than for the no-inducer case. The results for the 1-tone induction condition were intermediate -it promoted more segregation than the no-inducer case, but the difference between the 1-inducer and standard cases did not quite reach significance owing to greater variability across listeners in the 1-inducer case than for the other induction conditions. The CF inducer reached its maximum segregation-promoting effect after only 3 tone cycles. This outcome contrasts with the more gradual rate of build-up typically observed for AF sequences, but it is compatible with the proposal that CF inducers may promote segregation by capturing one subset of test-sequence tones into an on-going, pre-established stream (Rogers and Bregman, 1993) .
EXPERIMENT 3
This experiment compared directly the segregation-promoting effect of a constant-frequency inducer with the build-up that occurs during an alternating-frequency sequence. Listeners were required to judge moment-by-moment the grouping of long test sequences (20 s; cf. Anstis and Saida, 1985) that were preceded by induction sequences (2 s) of various kinds. The use of extended test sequences allowed the stream segregation heard immediately after the inducer to be compared with that heard later in the test sequence. CF and AF inducers were tested; this experiment also measured deviant-tone resetting for both kinds of induction sequence, as this type of resetting has been examined before only in the context of a CF inducer (Haywood and Roberts 2010) .
Method
The test sequence was extended to 50 LHL-repetitions (20 s), and it was presented at ¨f values of 3, 6, or 9 ST (L tone = 1 kHz; H tone = 1189, 1414, or 1682 Hz). There were five induction conditions; each inducer was 2 s long: (a) Silence, in which a single L tone was presented at the sequence onset and the remaining portion of the inducer was filled with silence; (b) Constant-frequency (CF), which was identical to the standard induction sequence used in experiments 1 and 2; (c) CF-deviant, in which the final L-tone of the CF inducer was extended in duration from 100 ms to 150 ms and the subsequent inter-tone silence was reduced to 50 ms (Haywood and Roberts, 2010 , tested the same deviant-tone inducer and observed a substantial resetting effect); (d) Alternating-frequency (AF), in which a sequence of five LHL-triplets was used, each of which was identical to those presented in the test sequence (hence, the main difference from the silence case was a temporal offset of 2 s); (e) AF-deviant, which was identical to the AF condition except that the final L tone was extended to 150 ms (i.e., as for the CF-deviant condition).
Each trial comprised a single combination of an inducer and a test sequence. At test-sequence onset, listeners indicated as soon as they could whether they heard integration or segregation by pressing either '1' or '2'. For the rest of the test sequence, listeners were asked to press the appropriate key every time their perception changed. The main experiment comprised 10 repetitions of each condition in randomized order. Response data from each trial were divided into 1-s-long time bins. For each time bin, the percentage of time heard as segregated was calculated. Owing to the limited number of early responses, the 0-1 s time bin was excluded from further analysis.
Results and Discussion
Consistent with previous research (e.g., Anstis and Saida, 1985) , changes in stream segregation were most apparent during the first ~10 s of the test sequence -a three-way ANOVA conducted on the first half of the response data (time bins 1-2 s to 10-11 s) indicated significant main effects of ¨f, inducer condition, and time interval; all interaction terms were significant. The classic pattern of build-up was evident for the AF and silence (no inducer) cases across all ¨f values, but a very different pattern was evident for the CF condition. For a given ¨f, initial stream segregation following the CF inducer (time bin 1-2 s) was considerably greater than for the corresponding AF case. Furthermore, although stream segregation still increased significantly over time following the CF inducer when ¨f = 3 ST, segregation decreased significantly over time for the 9-ST case (the 6-ST case was intermediate). In addition, a deviant tone triggered resetting in the context of the CF inducer, but not for the AF inducer. For the CF inducer, segregation for the first time bin decreased significantly when the final inducer tone was extended in duration (CF vs. CF-deviant); for the AF-deviant condition, the same deviant tone had only a small and non-significant effect on initial streaming judgments (AF vs. AF-deviant). During the second half of the test sequence (time bins 11-12 s to 19-20 s), the effect of ¨f persisted (i.e., greater stream segregation for higher ¨f values), but the effect of induction condition did not.
To summarize the key findings, the CF inducer promoted substantially more stream segregation than the AF inducer over the first several seconds of the test sequence. The consequence for the largest ¨f tested (9 ST) was that segregation actually decreased over time following the CF inducer, during the first half of the test sequence. In addition, resetting arising from a single deviant tone was associated only with constant-frequency inducers.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
CF inducers comprising as few as three tone cycles may promote segregation by capturing one subset of testsequence tones into an on-going, pre-established stream (Rogers and Bregman, 1993; cf. Bregman and Rudnicky, 1975) . This perceptual capture occurs much more rapidly than the build-up of stream segregation associated with AF tone sequences. Furthermore, CF inducers are considerably more effective than AF ones at promoting subsequent stream segregation. This difference persists for several seconds. Resetting arising from a single deviant tone appears to be associated only with CF-type inducers. In that context, a deviant tone close to the induction/test-sequence boundary may reduce stream segregation by disrupting the pre-established stream, and hence the perceptual capture of the corresponding tones in the test sequence. In natural listening conditions, where sound sequences typically comprise complex time-varying elements, larger deviations may be required before an established stream is reset (Haywood and Roberts, 2010) .
